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Students celebrate “stunning” A Level Results at The Bishop of Llandaff

The Bishop of Llandaff are again celebrating another set of stunning A level results. 22% of students achieved 3 or more A*-A grades, with 78% of students achieved at least 3 or more A*-C. More than a third of all outcomes were at the highest level at A*-A; more than two-thirds (68%) of all grades were at A*-B and an overall pass rate of 99%.

Some notable performances include Abbie Parry who achieved 3A*s and an A grade. Abbie intends to read English at Oxford; Benjamin Fowler achieved 2A*s and 3As and will study Economics at LSE; another student joining LSE is David Abadir, who secured 2A*s and 2As and will read PPE: Alec Collins secured an A* and 3As enabling him to pursue medicine at Liverpool; Ed Hart will read biology at Durham following his 2A*s and 2A grades; Harry Hiscox will also read biology at Exeter university after securing 4A grades; Maddie Scurlock-Green will read medicine at Cardiff university after achieving 3A*s and 2A grades; Bethan Downs secured 3A*s and an A grade. Bethan will read history at Warwick; Filip Dabrowksi will read architecture following his achievement of 4As, while Javid Ahmed will study physics at Birmingham university after achieving 3 A*s and an A grade; Steffan Phillips will read French at Oxford after achieving 2A*s, an A and B grade; Katie Wilhelm will read psychology at Birmingham following her 3Bs and a C grade; Sophie Lewis will read English Literature at Oxford after achieving 2A*s and 2As, while Caitlin McHale will also study English. Catlin achieved 2A*s and 2As and will attend Bristol university.

Headteacher, Marc Belli added, “I wish to congratulate all of our students on their remarkable examination results. They have worked incredibly hard to achieve their success and the rewards are fully deserved. We will miss them as a year group as they have contributed so much to the school. However, we wish them very well for their futures, whether that be at university, during their year of travelling or those entering the world of work. I am sure they will all go on to do great things. I should also like to express my gratitude to our tremendous staff who have helped students to achieve so well. They also have reason to celebrate and deserve a great deal of praise today for these stunning achievements”.
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